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Present: Lynnette Beers-McCormick, Maria Chaidez, Angela Daneshmand, Vanessa Engstrom, Denise Foley, Vanessa 
Jones, Silvia Lopez, Patricia Lupercio, Narges Rabii, Joyce Wagner, Christine Umali Kopp, Rita Van Dyke-Kao 

1. Timeline for the spring semester: 
Week 7 (March 21) First general call for proposals (Went on 3/22)  
Week 9 (April 11) Second general call for proposals (Will send something during Week 9) 
Week 11 (April 25) Proposals due and finalized; Put the calendar together/edit calendar 
Week 13/14 (May 9) Senate approval (depending on mtg schedule); College Council approval 
Week 15 (May 23) Email / post calendar 
End of semester Set up Zoom links; Set up the online calendar 

• We have not received department meeting times from some AHSS Chairs. 
• Lynnette received message during meeting that College Council had approved the calendar. 

2. Update about remote sessions and in-person sessions for PD week. 

• President Ralston indicated she wants convocation and the Senate retreat to be in-person. She is open to some 
sessions being remote but hopes there will be some in-person sessions as well. 

• Remote sessions allow scheduling flexibility and is appreciated by faculty and staff.   
3. Gateway Updates: 

• Patty and Silvia will handle sending email to presenters that requests Zoom links. 
• Martin, Patty, and Silvia will handle summer changes/cancellations along with inputting sessions. 

4. Update on PD for classified.  
• Sheryl Martin shared the results of a classified survey with Martin and Lynnette.  
• Martin would like three PD sessions for classified in late June and suggested three sessions in the morning and 

three in the afternoon.  
• Martin would like one session in Microsoft Teams (maybe taught by Aaron and/or Sergio) and one session on 

Cornerstone/Gateway (taught by Silvia, Patti, and Martin) but needs more topics.  
• Vans will be reserved to drive people over to Irvine Regional Park for a brown bag lunch and a scavenger hunt 

at the zoo.   
5. Update about release time for the PDC faculty chair(s)  

• We are waiting to hear from President Ralston, so no update at this time. 
6. Per Aaron’s email: In lieu of completing the annual governance committee survey with your respective committees, as we 

typically do at the end of each academic year, please add the following item to your last agenda of the year:  
• Committee Accomplishments for 2021-2022:  

• Trained more committee members on the Gateway 
• Gained more classified members and faculty on the PDC 
• Developed two PD week calendars with most sessions scheduled in a remote format 
• We have started to work with the district as far as PD  
• We started to talk about a PD district committee (separate from SCC’s PDC) 
• Worked closely with Guided Pathways representatives 
• We had discussions about the responsibilities of the charge of the committee 
• We began discussions regarding a faculty PD coordinator (or coordinators) and release time 
• We coordinated with classified staff to schedule a classified PD Day. 
• Secured administrative support (two classified members) to help with the Gateway 
• Streamlined PD Week proposal submission process (using the Gateway vs. email Faculty Co-

Chair). 
• Committee Goal for 2022-2023:  

• Train more people on the Gateway 
• Ensure that we have a PD coordinator 
• Get approval for LHE for the PD coordinator(s) 
• Establish an annual classified PD Day in coordination with classified representatives 
• Obtain funds for PD events 
• Centralize all PD activities on campus (such as having a campus calendar) 
• Compose and send regular newsletters announcing PD activities and opportunities 
• Explore programming that is specifically sponsored by PDC 
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7. Guided Pathways updates (Joyce, Denise, and/or Joseph) 
• During the last leadership meeting, there was discussion about improving communication between faculty and 

instructors along with communication between faculty and staff, so there will be software piloted in the fall, 
which could also improve student onboarding and student success.  

• Joyce will not be returning as the GP Coordinator in the fall, so the campus is seeking someone to fill this role.  
8. ODEI updates (Narges) 

• Narges shared a couple slides from a PP she presented at district, which outlined her proposal to create a 
trifecta of PD between, SAC, SCC and district.  

• She received some news that indicated Craig Rutan was not in favor of her proposal. 
• There was a lot of conversation that stemmed from her proposal and some of the goals our members listed for 

item #5.  
• Narges excused herself to allow the conversation to continue between committee members, and we decided we 

want to see what happens with the potential PD Faculty Chair LHE before making any decisions.  
9. Other 

• Our fall first meeting will be remote, and we will decide the modality of the remainder of the semester at that 
meeting.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


